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T he National Women’s Month  

Celebration every March is part of 

the worldwide observance of the 

International Women’s Day.  

Its theme, “We Make 

Change Work for  

Women,” highlights the 

empowerment of women 

as active contributors to and 

claim-holders of development. 

 Empowering women 

enables them to confidently 

and meaningfully engage with 

appropriate institutions to ensure 

that they contribute to and benefit 

from development and changes. 

 SAAD Program, which has been 

in existence since 2016, has paved the way for an  

enabling environment for women to be empowered.  

Through the various interventions initiated mostly in the 

countryside for the poor and marginalized farmers, the 

program has always been a partner for a change that 

is gender-responsive.  It has consistently  

emphasized the collective effort, collaboration, and 

participation to ensure that women are not left 

behind in the pursuit of change. 

 During the monitoring blitz conducted 

in the 1st quarter of 2019 of randomly  

selected program areas in Region 8, it is 

heartwarming to note that in almost all  

areas visited, the role of women as active 

change agents has been emphasized.  

Women were observed to be involved in 

critical decision–making and in all  

aspects of project implementation 

where they were concerned.  In a  

patriarchal society such as the  

Philippines,’ to be heard and have a 

voice in decision–making are indeed 

major achievements for Filipino  

women, especially 

those living in rural 

areas. 

  

 

Progressive associations ran predominantly by women, 

such as the Rural Improvement Club (RIC) of Brgy. Libas, 

Lavezares, Northern Samar; Cansoso Livelihood Association of 

Workers (CLAW) of Brgy. Cansoso, Matag–ob, Leyte; and New 

Katipunan Farmer’s Association (NEKAFAA), Brgy. New  

Katipunan, Malitbog, Southern Leyte; to name a few, attest to 

the fact that, given the enabling environment to access equal 

rights opportunities, make reasonable decisions, and be able 

to implement them, women could be empowered. 

 Women who were selected as individual project  

beneficiaries have also shown due diligence in ensuring that 

the assistance given them by the program did not come to 

waste.  Rather, because of the drive to better their situation for 

the sake of their family, most have already graduated from 

start–up food producers to become processors, and  

subsequently, independent entrepreneurs.  Of course, the  

unconditional support of the family is also a crucial  

contributor to their success. 

 A case in point is the unassuming Hazel Socorro of 

Brgy. Balnasan, San Roque, Northern Samar, a Swine Fattening 

Project beneficiary, who was given an incentive by the MLGU 

in the form of a buffalo for garnering the highest sales of 

PhP37,500.00 in one (1) production cycle among all swine  

fattening project beneficiaries in the locality.  Nancy  

Montillano of Brgy. Sabang, Oras, Eastern Samar, initially  

received three (3) piglets and feeds from the 2017 SAAD  

Program Hog Fattening Project.  From being a mere hog  

fattener, she has gradually evolved into an entrepreneur, now 

owning a sari–sari store. 

 The anecdotes above are just a drop in the bucket of 

women who strove to rise from life’s adversities and came out 

victorious, who opted to work and make a living alongside 

their partners instead of being fence–sitters and indulging in 

unproductive pastimes, and those who caused their collective 

voices to be heard and continue to make a difference in their 

respective spheres of influence. 

So, to all wives, mothers, sisters, daughters, aunts,  

nieces, widows, single parents, and the like, in this, the  

National Women’s Month, SAAD Program salutes and  

commends you for your fortitude, patience, and grace amidst 

domestic and societal challenges that you face every day.  Let 

change work for women!   



  The positive outlook of farmers as manifested in the past two 

project monitoring activities held in September 2018 and January 

2019 is a boon to program implementation because it boosts the 

morale of field staff/personnel as well as the beneficiaries  

themselves. 

 Majority of the recipients were profuse in thanking SAAD  

Program management during these periodic visits for what some of 

them consider as “stroke of luck” or “good fortune” to have been  

bestowed with this unexpected assistance.  The poorest of the poor, 

especially those who received the grant for the first time, were  

appreciative because, according to them, the government has finally 

reached out to them, which they have not experienced with any other program before.  Hence, it is just 

right that this goodwill is reciprocated by sustaining the projects and even sharing to others the material  

benefits they are now enjoying, they added. 

 As strategized during the series of multi–year planning workshops conducted in 2018, these 

identified grantees will be assisted consistently by the program, until management deems that they can 

be considered financially independent already.  For now, however, the inputs must still be continued to 

level up from where they started to entrepreneurial level.  The coaching, mentoring, and handholding  

activities should be maintained as well to guide and instruct the farmers, yet always conscious of their 

traditional mores, attitudes, and indigenous practices. 

 As it is, the individual farmers and their associations are happy and content with the given inputs.  

Even those who had not been as successful initially in their respective endeavors due to animal  

mortality or crop loss are still hopeful that they can recover in the next production cycle or succeeding 

planting season. 

It has become evident at this time that best practices worth emulating have evolved, enhancing  

project implementation.  These practices, such as the offer of incentives, which were initiated by the 

LGUs, and the farmers themselves, without prodding from the program, encourage the recipients to  

outdo each other’s performance, in the process benefiting them and their families.  Others were put in 

place to improve systems and procedures. 

 As SAAD Program advances into the midterm, the management would like to convey one very  

important message to all stakeholders – HOLD ON!  Continue with the initiatives in the pursuit of its 

goals for obviously it is on the right track.  Barring any unforeseen circumstances that would render the             

program inutile, there is bright promise that our food producers are on the road to becoming  

economically self–sufficient by end of project 

period, and even beyond.  The silver lining seems 

to finally loom at the horizon. 


